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Risk Mitigation in Clinical Trials via General Code of Conduct

Risk assessment regarding a new compound is primarily performed by the **Sponsor** (ICH-GCP)

Approval of **Competent Authorities** and **Ethics Committees** protects subject’s safety, assures scientific soundness of protocol, and trial conduct according to local law and regulatory guidance (ICH-GCP)

The **Investigator** is responsible for the clinical well-being of the trial subject; this responsibility is not waived by informed consent; well-being of trial subject prevails over all other interests (Declaration of Helsinki)
Healthy subjects’ trial warrants very low tolerance for risk
When is a subject healthy?

- „A healthy person is a person who has not been thoroughly examined“
- Sociocultural aspects define who is regarded as fit and healthy
- Is a trial subject representative for a healthy person in the respective country / sociocultural context?
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Major Issues of Debate

- Screening examination
  - Timing prior to first dose
  - Screening results vs. baseline findings

- Safety parameter
  - Timing throughout the trial
  - Exclusion criteria: What is 'normal' regarding vital signs, ECG, safety laboratory parameters?
  - General assessments – how to minimise risk

- Stopping criteria*
  - Risk adapted approach
  - Individual subject
  - Dose group / stop of further dose escalation
  - Termination of entire trial

* Preliminary conclusions of debate
Screening Examination - Timing

- First-in-man trial
  - Check laboratory values and inclusion / exclusion criteria between 48 to 72 h prior to first dosing (3 calendar days)
  - If screening performed more than 72 h prior to first dosing, repeat laboratory assessments and check whether relevant changes / important events occurred; medical examination by trial physician to confirm subject eligibility; these examinations are regarded as part of screening

- Well known and generally safe medicines (e.g. bioequivalence trial)
  - Screening examination usually between -21 to-1 days prior to first dosing; take risk-adapted approach
Screening Examination

- All clinical trials with healthy subjects
  - The decision whether inclusion / exclusion criteria are met / not met is taken at the timepoint of the screening examination
  - Baseline assessments (e.g. immediately prior to first dosing) are not performed to reassess inclusion/exclusion criteria but to define the baseline values for all subsequent measurements
  - Safety-relevant stopping criteria that were defined in the protocol also apply to baseline findings
  - If time period between screening examination and dosing was considerably long, a risk-adapted (re)examination by the trial physician is recommended prior to dosing
Major Issues of Debate
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Safety Parameter - Timing

- In all trials, a baseline assessment prior to first dosing and an end-of-trial examination after last dosing (e.g. laboratory values and vital signs) are performed to document relevant findings at start and end of the trial.

- This is recommended for scientific as well as for legal reasons.

- Time points of additional assessments are to be defined in the protocol according to scope and duration of the trial.
Heart rate – Normal ranges

First-in-man trial

- Range between 50 and 90 bpm is recommended

- Some participants of panel discussion find also heart rate <50 and ≥45 bpm acceptable in case of normal thyroid function (medical history, physical examination, TSH) and no signs of diseases associated with bradycardia plus eventually normal cardiological examination (including echocardiography and ergometric stress test); take risk-adapted approach
Well known / generally safe medicines (e.g. bioequivalence trial)

- Range between 50 and 90 bpm is recommended
- Eventually heart rate <50 and ≥45 bpm acceptable in case of normal thyroid function (medical history, physical examination, TSH) and no signs of diseases associated with bradycardia
- Some participants of panel discussion find also heart rate <45 bpm acceptable in case of above stated criteria plus normal cardiological examination (including echocardiography and ergometric stress test); take risk-adapted approach
Heart Rate – Normal Ranges

How to measure heart rate?

✔ Preferably count full 60 sec via palpation of peripheral pulse or use ECG strip over 60 sec

✔ If results from automatic outputs from shorter assessments (e.g. 25 sec ECG strip or automatic blood pressure measurements) indicate values outside of the reference ranges, full counts to be performed to validate assessments
Laboratory Parameters – Normal Ranges

- First-in-man trial
  
  - Relevant hepatic (ALT/GPT, AST/GOT, bilirubin*, eventually also AP and GGT) and renal parameter (creatinine, estimated GFR according to Cockcroft-Gault or alternative formulae) not to exceed ULN
    
    * elevated bilirubin in case of Gilbert’s disease is not clinically relevant, may however hamper interpretation of eventual drug effects
  
  - Amylase and Lipase to be interpreted in a clinical context
  
  - Protocol to present a rationale whether additional laboratory parameters are required not to exceed reference ranges
Well known / generally safe medicines (e.g. bioequivalence trial)

- Slightly elevated hepatic (10% above ULN for ALT/GPT bis, 20% above ULN for AST/GOT or bilirubin*) or renal parameters (up to 0.1 mg/dL increase in creatinine) acceptable if no indication of apparent disease
- * in case of Gilbert’s disease also higher bilirubin levels are observed without being of clinical relevance; this may however hamper interpretation of eventual drug effects

- Protocol to present a rationale why these abnormal laboratory parameters seem acceptable

- GFR und creatinine clearance may be estimated via appropriate formulae
All trials with healthy subjects

- In general, exclusion criteria applied for screening examinations are appropriate
- QTcF to be normal
- 1st degree AV-Block seems acceptable in case heart rate within reference ranges and no signs of cardiac dysfunction / disease
Blood Pressure – Normal Ranges

- All trials with healthy subjects
  - ✓ In general, current exclusion criteria applied for screening examinations are appropriate
  - ✓ Normal ranges to be defined in protocol
Risk mitigation via definition of normal ranges

- Definition of normal ranges intends to **minimise risk** and to increase subjects’ safety
- Are subjects with abnormal values **representative for the healthy population**?
- Definition of normal ranges intends to **increase noise-effect ratio** regarding eventual drug actions
- **Out-of-range screening/baseline values** potentially obstruct the detection of drug effects
Risk mitigation via definition of normal ranges

- But: also drug-induced changes within the reference ranges may be relevant
- But: also trial conditions (e.g. no caffeine, no smoking, no sports) may affect safety parameter
- But: tick-box approach screening cannot replace thorough and complex medical decisions taken by the investigator
**Major Issues of Debate**

- **Screening examination**
  - Timing prior to first dose
  - Screening results vs. baseline findings

- **Safety parameter**
  - Timing throughout the trial
  - Exclusion criteria: What is „normal“ regarding vital signs, ECG, safety laboratory parameters?
  - General assessments – how to minimize risk

- **Stopping criteria***
  - Risk adapted approach for FIM
  - Individual subject
  - Dose group / stop of further dose escalation
  - Termination of entire trial

* Preliminary conclusions of debate
Stopping Criteria for FIM

- Risk-adapted approach
  - Protocol to present toxicological targets indicated by non-clinical studies (based on Investigator’s Brochure)
  - Beware if there are none: wrong species, wrong model, wrong parameter, wrong ...? - consult with Competent Authority
  - Protocol to define stopping criteria and decision making process for individual subject, cohort (dose group), and entire trial
  - Algorithm published by Sibille et al. in 2010 serves as a good starting point

Stopping Criteria for FIM

For the individual subject

- Coding adverse events and laboratory abnormalities according to CTC-AE\* criteria / grades facilitates definition of stopping criteria, even though CTC-AE not really suitable for healthy subjects
- 1 adverse event of severe intensity (Grade 3)
- 1 serious adverse event
- Relevant signs and symptoms affecting subject safety
- Decision is always taken by the investigator

\* Common Terminology Criteria for grading of Adverse Events developed by National Cancer Institute (NCI) 
1=mild, 2=moderate, 3=severe, 4=life-threatening, 5=death
Stopping Criteria for FIM

- For a dose group – stop of further dose escalation
  - In case of relatedness of adverse events in individual subjects, consequences may arise regarding further dose escalation
  - \( \geq 50\% \) of subjects of the preceding dose step experienced adverse events of moderate (Grade 2, ‘safety alert, warning signal?’) or severe (Grade 3) intensity and at least possible relationship to trial medication (selective unblinding)
  - 1 serious adverse drug reaction (unblinding advised)
  - In case trial is to be continued following safety consultation between all stakeholders, a substantial amendment is required
Stopping Criteria for FIM

- Termination of entire trial
  - Decision for trial termination is taken by mutual agreement between investigator and sponsor
Stopping Criteria for later Phase I Trials

- General risk assessment based on
  - **Exposure** (e.g. high exposure in drug-drug interaction trials, thorough QT trials)
  - Frequency of relevant adverse events
- Protocol to define stopping criteria and decision making process for individual subjects, cohorts, and entire trial
Action Points

- Reference ranges for healthy subjects to be redefined taking into account age, gender, BMI, nutrition habits, general condition, physical activity
- Independent database to be set up regarding baseline conditions and placebo effects; all trial centers should contribute to this database
- Expert group advising on specific problems to be established
- Discussion platform to be continued on regular basis with 1-2 meetings per year
- Next Meeting Autumn 2014
  - Umbrella protocols – vice or virtue?
  - Pros and Cons of adaptive designs